


moulin

The clean and sensual lines of the Moulin chair/bar chair make this piece a comfortable and exuberant one, 
adorned with piping and a bent wood structure which frames a perfectly round seat. Moulin chair invites 

guests with its fun and flirtatious feel, personifying the bohemian and frenetic atmosphere of the Belle Epoque.

The seat and back are available in a selection of curated fabrics or leathers from our collection.
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poppy
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Poppy is an emblem of nature and organic growth, behind this design lies an essence of naivety effortlessly 
found within natural forms. Poppy tables are a finely tuned example of how we find elegance within the

immediate flow of naturalism.  

The table tops can be customised using our range of finishes. 



olga

Olga
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olga

Olga plays with organic shapes through intricate detailing, set out to define its position as a functional piece of 
abstract art. Olga emulates the geometric forms found in Russian suprematism, displaying the perception of a 

radical development by combining design with function. 
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About Mambo Unlimited Ideas:

Mambo Factory is the creative engine behind three specialized brands creating design products - furniture and 
upholstery, lighting and ceramic tiles - in a multidimensional o�er for Interior Design and Architecture projects.

Based in Lisbon, Portugal, a country with a long crafts tradition, Mambo Factory's design team researches for 
innovation and creativity developments around the world while embracing the crafts heritage, creating contemporary 
pieces combining traditional Portuguese materials and handmade techniques producing original, high quality products.

Mambo Unlimited Ideas brand is dedicated to furniture and upholstery. Its collection o�ers a comprehensive 
customisable furniture and upholstery range dedicated to the contract - hospitality, restoration and workspaces and 
retail segments. 

The design team works in close collaboration with the universe of architects and interior designers towards the creation 
of endless custom solutions, designing specific proposals for projects developed around the world.

We invite you to travel through our collection, getting to know the richness of our piece’s. In this collection
you will find original pieces where many di�erent crafts and materials are creatively joined together in balance, for 
surprising, fresh and functional results.

Note do editors:

2019 Special Mention
German Design Award
Agnes Couch by Mambo Unlimited Ideas

2019 Special Mention
German Design Award
Link by Utu Soulful Lighting

Follow on social media with #mambounlimitedideas
Share and post on Instagram: @mambo_unlimitedideas
Share and like on Facebook: www.facebook.com/mambo.unlimitedideas
Share on Pinterest: @mambounlimited
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